Vehicle Finance Agreements: A Supply of Goods or Services?

We would wish to draw member’s attention to the following VAT case, which your MILS lawyers
have been following closely and which has important implications for all franchised dealers.
Summary. The Upper Tribunal has held that a car hire contract containing an option for the
customer to buy the car at the end of the term was a supply of services.
Background. Under a supply of services, VAT is chargeable each time the customer is liable to make
a payment under the agreement.
An agreement for the sale of goods on deferred terms, where in the normal course of events,
ownership is to pass at the latest on payment of the final instalment, is a supply of goods (Article
14(2)(b), Council Directive 2006/112/EC) (Article 14(2)(b)).
The facts of the case are as follows:
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services UK Limited (M) entered into a particular type of motor vehicle
finance agreement with its customers, which contained an option to buy the vehicle at the end of
the three-year hire period (the agreement). There was a cash flow advantage for Mercedes if the
agreement was classified as a supply of services but, with a supply of goods, VAT would be
chargeable at the start of the agreement.
The First-tier Tribunal held that the agreement was a supply of goods and Mercedes appealed.
The tribunal decided to allow the appeal.
The issue of whether the agreement constituted a supply of goods or services depended on
whether, in the normal course of events, ownership of the car would transfer to the customer. The
purpose of Article 14(2)(b) is to ensure that where the economic reality of a transaction is that it is a
sale, the transaction is taxed as a sale. For the agreement to be a sale of goods under Article
14(2)(b), the normal outcome of the agreement would be for ownership to the car to pass. This is to
be judged objectively at the time that the agreement was entered into. A mere option to acquire
title is not sufficient to meet this test.
Mercedes’ argument that the First-tier Tribunal acted in a procedurally unfair way by describing the
agreement as a contract for the sale of goods failed; this description was interpreted as referring to
the economic reality of the agreement rather than its legal characterisation.

To succeed, Mercedes would have had to show that the First-tier Tribunal’s finding of fact that the
sole realistic option for the customer was to purchase the car, and to do this it had to show that the
First-tier Tribunal reached their conclusion without any evidence or on a view of the facts that could
not be reasonably entertained.
The tribunal held that the agreement could be characterised as a contract for the sale of the vehicles
and that, as such, was merely a contract that might lead to the sale of a car and so could not be a
supply of goods.
Comment. This is an important decision for members as it is understood that many manufacturers
have entered into similar financing arrangements. The decision provides a helpful clarification of the
meaning of “in the normal course of events” and when Article 14(2)(b) will apply. It confirms the
importance of looking not just at the wording of the agreement but also at the wider circumstances:
the economic reality.
Case: Mercedes-Benz Financial Services UK Limited and The Commissioners for Her Majesty’s
Revenue & Customs [2014] UKUT 0200 (TCC).
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